Appropriate myocardial revascularization: a joint viewpoint from an interventional cardiologist and a cardiac surgeon
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Two landmarks, contemporary trials on mechanical revascularization therapies in patients with multivessel coronary artery disease (CAD) have been presented, discussed and published recently.\textsuperscript{1–4} This common viewpoint explores the potential impact of these trials on clinical decision making and how this may affect the interaction between interventional cardiologists and cardiac surgeons.

Lessons from SYNTAX

SYNTAX stands for SYNergy between percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) with TAXus and cardiac surgery. The trial compared the outcome of surgical and catheter-based revascularization in 3075 patients with multivessel and/or left main CAD. At each of the 85 participating sites (62 in Europe, 23 in USA), a team involving cardiac surgeon(s) and interventional cardiologist(s) evaluated both the coronary lesions and the clinical data for treatment suitability either by PCI using drug-eluting stents (DES) or by coronary artery bypass grafting (CABG). When both approaches were deemed feasible, a 1:1 randomization to either therapy was proposed (PCI = 903, CABG = 897). If not, two prospective registries of preferred PCI (n = 198) or preferred CABG (n = 1077) were constructed. Severity and extent of CAD were quantified prospectively by the newly designed SYNTAX score.\textsuperscript{5}

At 1 year follow-up, the trial failed to confirm the non-inferiority hypothesis with respect to the composite endpoint of death, non-fatal myocardial infarction, cerebro-vascular accident, repeat revascularization by PCI or CABG. While the pre-specified margin of non-inferiority was 6.6%, the observed difference in major adverse cardiac and cerebro-vascular events (MACCE) rate was significantly less after CABG (5.9% vs. 13.7% after PCI, \(P < 0.001\)), driving the rate of MACCE well outside the non-inferiority margin.

Extensive post hoc subset analyses have been presented, which is problematic since the trial is essentially negative and confirms the value of CABG as the standard of care for the majority of patients with extensive CAD. With PCI, outcome was inversely related to the extent and severity of the disease, as captured by the SYNTAX score. The MACCE rates per tertiles of SYNTAX score (\(\leq 22, 23–32,\geq 33\)) showed a stepwise increase: 13.5, 16.6, 23.3% \((P = 0.007)\). The lower tertile subset of SYNTAX scores included patients with left main disease in the absence of diffuse distal involvement. The fewer DES were implanted, the shorter the vessel length covered by stents, the better the outcome. In retrospect, denying PCI attempts in cases with the most complex anatomy, based on a pre-intervention SYNTAX score \(\geq 33\), would most likely have resulted in a positive trial. With CABG, results were more predictable across tertiles of SYNTAX scores, as well as in patients with diabetes. By multivariable analysis in the randomized cohort, poor outcome with surgery was associated primarily with the presence of clinical markers of increased risk such as unstable angina, chronic obstructive lung disease, poor left ventricular function, or prior myocardial infarction. These observations were confirmed by the registry data. Percutaneous coronary intervention was deemed not feasible more often than CABG (5:1), essentially because of excessive lesion complexity. Coronary artery bypass grafting was deemed not feasible because of co-morbidities in 70.7% and lack of suitable conduits for bypass in 9.1% of cases.

Not unexpectedly, criticism has been voiced from both sides. Some surgical colleagues have argued that the early risk of CABG was unnecessarily high (on-pump surgery in 85% of cases and frequent use of aortic anastomoses) and that the potential late benefit of CABG will not be fully exercised (complete arterial
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revascularization in 18.9%, use of at least one vein graft in 81.1% of cases). Many surgeons indicated that implementation of more advanced surgical techniques, such as off-pump CABG, avoidance of aortic anastomoses, and use of multiple arterial conduits would be expected to increase the gap between treatment arms even further. Others argued that the benefits of off-pump surgery remain to be fully demonstrated and that full arterial revascularization is often hampered by the limits to available conduits.

From the percutaneous corner, it has been emphasised that the number of implanted stents (4.6 ± 2.3 per patient) and the length of the stented segments (86.1 ± 47.9 mm with stent length above 100 mm in 33.2% of patients) were the largest ever. Although symptomatic stent thrombosis was not more frequent than symptomatic graft closure, absolute rate of definite stent thrombosis at 1 year reaches 3.3%, a figure observed only after 4 years of follow-up with conventional indications for PCI.6 Given the rather high rates of death (4.3%) and non-fatal myocardial infarction (4.8%), PCI with DES at 1 year was equivalent to CABG in terms of hard events. Although extensively advertised as a demonstration of safety, this should rather be seen as a sobering observation. Indeed the time domain of the risk function is different for CABG (highest initially, very low for several years, higher again at the time of vein graft failure) and for PCI with DES (lowest initially, low but stable for several years, unknown in the very long term). Equivalence in hard events at 1 year implies limited tolerance, if any, for death or non-fatal myocardial infarctions that would proceed from (very) late DES thrombosis, possibly a significant risk given the ‘heavy metal’ load.

Lessons from FAME

FAME stands for Fractional flow reserve vs. Angiography for Multi-vessel Evaluation.3–4 Although practice guidelines recommend functional evaluation prior to elective revascularization, results of non-invasive functional testing were shown to be available in only 26–45% of patients submitted to elective PCI.7 An alternative is to use the pressure-derived fractional flow reserve (FFR), a functional test that can be applied in the catheterization laboratory for estimation of the haemodynamic significance of individual lesions. Proof of concept was demonstrated in the DEFER trial.8,9 With FFR guidance, resource utilization was reduced, outcome was equivalent up to 5 years with death and non-fatal myocardial infarction rate at 3.3% (not different from 7.9% in patients randomized to PCI despite normal FFR, P = 0.21). Because the diagnostic performance of non-invasive functional testing for the evaluation of lesion significance in patients with multivessel disease is limited, FAME was designed to compare FFR-guided PCI using DES with angiography-guided PCI in patients with double and triple vessel disease, at the exclusion of left main stenosis and primary PCI for acute myocardial infarction. Once all stenoses ≥50% in diameter were identified, 1005 patients were randomized 1:1 to either standard PCI as planned (n = 496) or to prior FFR interrogation of all lesions deemed significant by angiography (n = 509). In patients randomized to FFR guidance, PCI using DES was eventually performed only for lesions with FFR ≤ 0.80 (taken as the threshold for stress-inducible ischaemia). Fractional flow reserve was successfully measured as planned in 98% of non-totally occlusive lesions, without complications. Although the number of angiographically significant stenoses was identical between groups (2.7 ± 0.9 vs. 2.8 ± 1.0), FFR was reduced in 63%, resulting in fewer lesions treated (819 vs. 1,237 with angiographic guidance) and reduced resource utilization (980 vs. 1359 DES with angiographic guidance). At 1 year follow-up, results of the FAME trial confirm the superiority of FFR-guided PCI with respect to the composite of death, non-fatal myocardial infarction, repeat revascularization by PCI, or CABG (18.4 vs. 13.2%, P = 0.02). Effect was consistent across the individual components of the primary endpoint: death (15 vs. 9, P = 0.19), myocardial infarction (43 vs. 29, P = 0.07), repeat revascularization (47 vs. 33, P = 0.08). Functional status and quality of life were equivalent, with 78 and 81% of patients free of angina for angiography- vs. FFR-guided PCI, respectively (P = 0.20).

Thus, FAME shows that routine measurement of FFR during DES stenting in patients with multivessel disease is superior to the currently applied angiographic guidance by efficacy, safety, and cost-effectiveness criteria.

Crossfire between trials and clinical implications

The results of both trials question the concept of ‘complete revascularization’ based exclusively on anatomic metrics. Instead, DEFER and FAME support the use of a combined anatomic and functional standard as the appropriate decision-maker for revascularization by PCI. This new paradigm challenges both the design and the implications of recent trials such as SYNTAX or even COURAGE.10

Whether revascularization decisions are based solely on angiographic guidance, it is unavoidable that a number of haemodynamically non-significant stenoses will be stented, while a number of seemingly mild stenoses will be deferred inappropriately.11 COURAGE substudy12 confirms that the outcome benefit from revascularization therapy is largest when demonstrable ischaemia is present prior to—and relieved by—intervention. No benefit is to be expected from stenting of haemodynamically non-significant lesions, rather the opposite. Indeed, like any intervention, PCI with DES carries risks, both peri-procedural and at longer term. The outcome results of revascularization trials using exclusively angiographic guidance, including SYNTAX and COURAGE, are thus likely contaminated by side effects related to unnecessary stent implants. As a consequence, the potential benefit of PCI will be underestimated.

Whether the same paradigm of ‘complete revascularization’ based on functional standards is valid for CABG remains to be tested, as data are scarce.13 While PCI aims at restoring the normal conduit of the native epicardial coronary vessels, CABG is providing extra conduits, thereby multiplying the sources of nutrient blood flow to the myocardium. However, this could potentially reduce flow across the native conduit and therefore make the vessel more dependent on graft patency for the long term (Figure 1). Given this fundamental difference in mechanisms of action between both techniques, no inference should be made as to the implications of FAME for the practice
of CABG, but this hypothesis remains to be tested. As to the practice of PCI, there is now mounting evidence that this form of therapy provides best results when focusing on the relief of ischaemia, implying that stents should be targeted at haemodynamically significant stenoses. In patients presenting with unstable angina and myocardial infarction, ischaemia is obvious and culprit lesions are easily identified by angiography in the vast majority of cases. In patients with stable CAD, in particular in the presence of multivessel disease, identification of the culprit(s) requires anatomic orientation by angiography combined with functional evaluation, be it obtained by non-invasive imaging prior to catheterization, or during the invasive procedure using pressure-derived FFR. Voicing these common sense statements could be perceived as slamming open doors. The reality is that common sense and good clinical judgment supported by evidence need to overrule cosmetics as the main drivers of interventional behaviour.

**Appropriateness criteria**

A coalition of American Scientific Societies has recently published a consensus document on the appropriateness of revascularization. Whenever expected benefits in terms of survival or health outcomes exceed negative consequences of the procedure, revascularization is declared appropriate. No less than 180 (!) clinical scenarios are identified, and for each of those, revascularization is deemed appropriate, uncertain, or inappropriate. The decision-making process incorporates clinical presentation, severity of angina, extent of ischaemia by non-invasive functional testing, medical therapy, and extent of anatomic disease by angiography. The panel recognizes that many patients with stable ischaemic heart disease undergo angiography without prior testing. Presence of left main and proximal left anterior descending (LAD) disease carries a strong prognostic weight. Clinicians are encouraged to grade stenosis severity between ≥50%, ≥70%, or ≥95% luminal narrowing. Fractional flow reserve or intravascular ultrasound imaging is recommended prior to revascularization of moderate stenoses in the absence of non-invasive testing. Coronary artery bypass grafting is deemed appropriate for all anatomic subsets with advanced CAD, whereas appropriateness of PCI is restricted to two-vessel disease with proximal LAD involvement. The appropriateness of PCI for triple vessel disease is deemed uncertain, and PCI is seen as inappropriate for treatment of left main disease, in isolation or with additional disease. The hypothesis-generating post hoc analysis of the left main subset from SYNTAX now challenges this statement.

As often the case in clinical practice, the proposed decision process is heavily dependent on the estimation of stenosis severity from coronary angiography. Yet, the inaccuracy of angiography in depicting stenosis severity as well as variability in the interpretation of coronary angiograms have been recognized and illustrated by numerous reports. Intravascular ultrasound imaging performs much better with this respect but is recommended only for the evaluation of moderate stenoses. Above all, even the most detailed cross-sectional evaluation of coronary stenoses does not provide a reliable estimate of their haemodynamic significance, because anatomy fails to account for the presence and efficiency of...
collateral circulation. The evidence accumulating from both non-invasive imaging and FFR trials, such as FAME, demonstrates that anatomy cannot reliably predict function, yet health outcomes after revascularization are driven by the extent and severity of pre-procedural ischaemia and its post-procedural reversal. Therefore, in patients with stable CAD, granting the appropriateness label to revascularization decisions taken in the absence of combined anatomic and functional evaluation of individual lesions is deemed... inappropriate.
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